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ABSTRACT
I’his research was based on Teacher-pupil relationship and academic performance of students in

[oytown Primary school for the physically handicapped. Thika District. Kenya. Its objectives were

o (i) Identify practices teachers engaged in which would have positive or negative influence on the

earning process (ii) Identify the efforts that are put in place to enhance learners self-worth and

lignity. (iii) Examine the degree of motivation among the learners. It is firmly grounded on the

(enyan’s need to provide holistic, quality education and training that promotes the cognitive,

sychomotor and effective domains of learners.

The research employed a simple survey design and data was collected using a simple

uestionnaire which was presented in paper format. Data was analyzed using descriptive statistics.

‘he study population was made up of teachers of Joytown Primary school for the physically

andicapped. The sample population constituted all the twenty teachers in the school, sixteen of

ihom were females and four males. Their age bracket was between 25-50 years. They are holders

f either a diploma or a degree in special needs education.

he findings of the study revealed that teachers embarrass their learners in front of others; they

[so spend very little time socializing with pupils and compare slow learners with others who

~rform better. Teachers use the terms “lazy”, “slow”, “poor” and “naughty” when referring to

arners. It also revealed that not all teachers adopt individualized teaching approach and some

)andon weak learners along the way to catch up with the syllabus. There are inadequate visual

ds and text books in the school. The conclusion was that in the presence of all these shortfalls,

~ademic performance was likely to be affected. The research recommended a seminar involving

e teachers and the school management committee to sensitize them on the possible outcomes of

e maipractices and how to improve their relationships with pupils for the betterment of the

hool’s Education standards.
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUQTJOAJ

.0 Introduction:
~his chapter dwells on background of the study, theory, statement of the problem, purpose of the

~udy, research objectives, scope and significant of the study.

1. Background ofthe Study

enya has not been left behind educationally. Since independence, in 1963, the education sector

~s experienced significant growlh. The evolution of educational policies in independent Kenya

~tes back to 1964 with the production and publication of the Ominde Report that proposed on

[ucation system that would foster national unity and development. The Gachathi committee of

~76 focused on reforming the structure of education, followed by the Mackay Report of 1981

hose recommendation led to the establishment of the 8:4:4 system of education (Republic of

~nya, 2007)

an effort to consolidate education reforms the Government of Kenya embarked on a number of

~orrn initiatives. One such initiative entails disbursement of funds directly to Primary schools

der the Free Primary Education (FPE) programme since the year 2003. The year 2008 saw the

rting of free secondary Education. This enhanced efficiency in resource utilization and increased

nsparency and accountability at the school level. Another reform was the new teacher

ruitment policy, which is based on the need for teachers and guided by the availability of

ources. The disbursement of hursary to needy students in secondary schools through their

pective constituencies was another major reform to boost both access and retention. Curriculum

arms were also undertaken at all levels of the sector. The modularizations of the syllabuses to

ke them flexible to allow for progression were going on. At the prirna~ and secondary levels.

[abuses were reviewed and rationalized to reduce curriculum overload. Kenya Institute of



Education (KIE) adapted the curriculum for learners with special needs in education in order to

ensure an all — inclusive education. Teacher education has also accommodated some degree of

specialization by trainees. (Republic of Kenya, 2007)

The Republic of Kenya (2007) strategic plan gives another guide to Kenya’s Educational

ievelopment. This was the philosophy of Education, which placed education at the centre -stage

)f the country’s human and economic development strategies. Emphasis was placed on the

rovision of a holistic, quality education and training that promotes the cognitive, psychomotor

md effective domains of learners. Instilling values such as patriotism, equality of all human

)eings, peace, security, honesty, humility, mutual respect, tolerance, co-operation and democracy,

hrough education, was a major objective of the current policy thrust. Thus, the ministry was to be

~uided by a vision and mission. Vision; to have a Globally Competitive Quality Education,

~raining and Research for Kenya’s Sustainable Development. Mission.; to Provide, Promote,

~oordinate Quality Education Training and Research for Empowerment of Individuals to Become

~aring, Competent and Responsible Citizens who Value Education as a -Life —Long Process.

:enya was beginning to realize the gains of FPE. The focus of the Ministry was to build on the

ains accrued from the implementation of FPE. The key concerns in this regard were access,

~tention, equity, quality and relevance, and internal and external efficiencies within the system.

o achieve these, Sessional Paper No. 1 of 2005 on “A Policy Framework of Education, Training

ld Research,” provides new direction on the provision of education and training. In the

Dcument, the Government outlined strategies that seem to ilnprove access, quality, equity and

mpletion rates.

his in it sel~ was a step forward towards the realization of Educational goals. The sessional

Iper, however acknowledged that primary education still faced many challenges. For example,

any eligible children were still out of school, Congestion was common in school; while many

ere poorly managed leading to a lot of wastage.



Examining special education, the paper identified lack of clear guidelines on the implementation of

nclusive education policy, lack of data on children with special needs and inadequate tools and

;kills in identification and assessment as the major challenges. The government intended to

ntegrate special education programmes in all learning and training institutions and ensure that the

nstitutions are responsive to the education of learners with special needs. (Republic of Kenya

1006)

t was very clear so far that the Government had done a lot and had good plans for its citizens’

~ducation. But it’s the teacher in the classroom who would turn the vision and mission of the

vlinistry into a reality. It was the researcher’s feelings that if the classroom teacher was not well

‘ersed with these objectives, not well equipped with essential teaching! learning skills, did not

aptivate good teacher! pupil relationship and had no positive attitude towards the profession, the

~overnment efforts would be in vain. The teacher has the greatest influence on a student’s

~ehaviour. How he interacts with students determines how the student’s perform in and outside

he classroom. Students continually react to the attitudes, values and personality of their teacher.

le is the role model upon which most students will tend to set their standards (Ndurumo, 1993).

~he present study therefore, attempted to establish the effectiveness of teachers based on their

elationship with students. It intended to find out the practices that have positive at negative

rifluence on learning, how much effort teachers put in place to enhance learners self-worth and the

egree of motivation among learners. It was envisaged that improved quality education and

naming would produce Kenyans with globally competitive skills and which would in turn play a

ritical role in the development of the country.



r2 Theoretical Framework

rhis study was based on the theory that ideas are not present from the beginning and that they can

e learnt. The theory is of a British Philosopher, John Locke (1632-1704). Prior to Locke, many

)hilosophers held that some ideas. such as mathematical truths and beliefs in God are innate:

~xisting in the mind prior to experience. Locke argued that observations of children had shown

hat these ideas were not present from the beginning and that they were learnt. Locke said that it

vas more accurate to think of the child’s mind as a tabula rasa, a blank slate, and whatever came

nto the mind was to from the environment (Locke, 1960, (Vol. .1) bk.l)

~ocke rejected the widespread belief that there was a vast, innate difference among people.

nstead, Locke argued, people are largely shaped by their social environments. Locke considered

he mind to be like a white paper, void of all characteristics, without any ideas. How comes it be

lirnished? whence has it all materials of reason and knowledge? Locke’s answer to this question

vas “experience.” He said that all our knowledge was founded, and from that it ultimately derived

tself. Locke emphasized that the environment’s influence was especially powerful in the child’s

any years. This is when a child’s mind is most pliable, when we can mold it as we wish. And

~nce we do so, its.basic nature is set for life.

~ccording to Locke many of our thoughts and feelings develops through association. For

~xample, if a child has had bad experiences in a particular room, the child cannot enter it without

tutomatically experiencing a negative feeling. He also pointed out that much of our behaviour

LIsO develops through repetition. When we do something over and over, such as brushing our

eeth, the practice becomes a natural habit, we feel uneasy when we have failed to perform.

~ocke also looked at imitation as an avenue of learning. He said that we are prone to do what we

;ee others do, so models influence our character. If we are frequently exposed to silly and

4



uarrelsorne people we become silly and quarrelsome ourselves; if we are exposed to more noble

~inds. we too bedorne more noble.

‘inally. and most important. Locke believed we learn through rewards and punishments. We

ngaged in behaviour that brings praise. compliments and other rewards; we refrain from those

.ctions that produce unpleasant consequences.

rhese principles, Locke believed, often work together in the development of character. Thus

~ocke’s view was that education is essentially a socialization process. The child learns to gain our

~pproval and in this way the child learns what he or she needs to know to become a useful and

virtuous member of the society.

1.3 Statement of the problem

Following the introduction of FPE in January 2003, the enrolment of children increased from 5.9

million in 2002, to 7.4. Million in 2004. World Bank Mission Education of FPE had confirmed

that the project was progressing well and achieving its objectives. The evaluation showed that the

supply of textbooks and other instructional materials had substantially improved. Of more

significance was evidence of better pupil performance, improved use of learning materials and

increased retention of pupils in schools. The cost burden on parents reduced, grants for children in

non-formal school provided, and support. for children with disabilities! special need enhanced.

Additional training had been given to school managers in financial management, accountability,

record keeping and procurement. (Republic of Kenya, Sessional Paper No.1 of 2005).

These achievements notwithstanding, the sub-sector still faced challenges that required to be

addressed. These were overstretched facilities, shortage of teachers, overcrowding in schools,

especially those in urban slums and densely populated areas, high pupil teacher ratios and the

diminishing community support following the misconstrued role of Government vis-à-vis that of
5



parents and communities in FPE implementation. The sessional paper No.1 of 2005, identified lack

of clear guidelines on the implementation of inclusive education policy, lack of data on children

with special needs and

Inadequate tools and skills in identification and assessment as the major challenges. The

Government therefore intended to rehabilitate and strengthen the assessment programmme to

facilitate identification and placement of learners with special needs. It also wanted to integrate

special Needs education and ensure that the institutions are responsive to the education of learners

with special needs (Teachers Image vol. 14 2007). Given the achievements realized so far, there

was every reason to believe that FPE would succeed and through it, Kenya would be well placed

to realize EFA goals by 2015 in line with her international commitments.

Despite the effort put by the Government there was always a massive failure of student every

year. This was supported by the fact that, of the about 700,000 candidates who sat for KCPE

(Standard 8) examination in 2007, only about 400,000 secured places in secondary schools.

Although national data showed improvement in academic performance, some individual schools

like Joytown primary school for the physically handicapped registered significant drops in

performance. For instance, in the year 2005 it had 24 standard eight candidates who scored a mean

standard score of 227. The best candidate had 365 marks and the lowest performer had 124

marks. This was out of the possible 500 marks. In the year 2006, there were 23 candidates who

scored a mean standard score of 201. The best performer that year had 336 marks and the lowest

performer had 96. In year 2007, there were 22 candidates who scored mean standard score of

203. The best candidates had 376 and the lowest performer had 96. By then the school had 300

pupils against 20 teachers, a ratio of 15:1. Nevertheless, all stones had not been turned and there

was a ray of hope at the end of the tunnel. What measures had not been put in place, bearing in

mind that all the teachers in the school are holders of diplomas and degrees in Special Needs

Education. It was against this background that the researcher intended to carry out a study to find
6



)ut whether the relationships between the teachers and learners were healthy to facilitate learning.

fo achieve this the researcher investigated to what degree teachers influenced the students by

portraying healthy attitudes, thoughts and feelings, the way teachers enhanced learners self-worth

and dignity and finally how learners were motivated to enhance their efforts towards achieving

their objectives! goals.

Purpose of (lie Study

purpose of the study was to determine the impact of teacher-pupil relationship on the academic

formance of pupils in Joytown Primary school, Thika District Kenya. It was hoped that the study

uld go along way in providing information that would lead to a better interpretation of learners

iaviour.

1.5 Research Objectives

1.5.1 To determine the profile of the respondents in terms of social demographic data

1.5.2 To identify practices teachers engage in which would have positive or negative influence on

the Learning process.

1.5.3 To identify the efforts put in place to enhance learner’s self-worth and dignity

1.5.4 To examine the degree of motivation among the learners.

1.6 Research Questions

The researcher addressed the following questions

(i) What are some of the practices teachers engage in that would have positive or negative

influence on the learning process?

(ii) What efforts have been put in place to enhance learners’ self-worth and dignity?

(iii) What is degree of motivation among learners?

7



7 Scope

he study was carried out in Joytown primary school for the physically challenged. The school is

)und in the middle of Thika town once renowned to be the industrial town of East Africa. It is the

nly school within the District that caters for physically handicapped children. Most children

ome from both Central and Eastern provinces. The targeted group was the twenty teachers who

re responsible for the 300 students in the school. The study was restricted to the theory of the

~ritish philosopher, John Locke (1632-1704). who considered the child’s mind as a blank slate,

nd whatever comes into it comes from the environment. The study therefore took into account

-wee environmental factors for the study namely; teacher influence on students, enhancement of

tudents self-worth and dignity and motivation among the learners. These factors were

onsolidated into “teacher-pupil relationship as the independent variable and academic

erformance as the dependent variable.

.8 Sign~Jicance of the Study -

~he study will improve the academic performance of students in Joytown Primary school for the

~hysica11y handicapped. All of us are different and have unique individual qualities and capacities.

Ehese differences are intrinsic to the individual and even though learning disability may occur

~oncomitantIy with physical handicapcy, it is not the direct result of that handicapcy. The study

vill therefore to demonstrate that in most cases academic performance is not dependent on

)hysical fullness. Students who are physically handicapped have mental capacities which are the

;ame as the average child’s.

Learners will to appreciate the fact that disability is not inability. Students with physical

iisabilities will grow and develop as adequate human beings, making meaningful decisions for

Lhernselves.
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Feachers will to benefit from this study too. They will learn that adequate staffing, excellent

~ontent. good methods of teaching, adequate materials, good nutrition and good health of the

earners those not amount to academic excellency. It is their commitment to be good role models,

heir ability to enhance learner’s self-worth and dignity and enhancing motivation among the

earners that counts. The teachers will then embrace quality interaction between themselves and

he learners. They will realize their power over education and how important their attitudes, values

md personalities are in determining the success of students. The study will equip teachers with

:ips of manipulating the environment to facilitate learning.

~arents of the physically handicapped learners will appreciate achievements of their children.

I’heir children’s success will in turn reduce the effects of psycho-social problems. They will stop

laming students for academic failures and instead provide valuable link between home and

;chool. After realizing the buck does not stop with their children, parent will play their vital roles

~ffectively. Successful students who progress to become self-sustaining will relief parents of

economic pressures. Such successful candidates will benefit the community and the nation at large

with their input towards nation building as successful adults.

rhe study will provide information to the ministry of education on the utilization of the resources.

fhe future of the country and community will also be ensured. The successful physically

handicapped persons will then prove right disability is not inability.

1.9 Limitations

The researcher experienced some limitations like; the whole of Thika district having one school for

the physically handicapped left him with no option for comparison.

9



CHAPTER TWO:

REVIEW OF RELA TED LITERATURE.

2.0 Introduction:

In this review of related literature the researcher looked at Lernefs unique characteristics,

teachers’ influence on studenfs behaviour, student performance, motivation and reinforcement

2.1 Learner’s unique characteristics

According to Njogu, (2004), if the student is to grow and develop as an adequate human being, he

needs to make meaningful decisions for himself. This means that he must have freedom to make

mistakes and even laugh at his own inadequacies. Students are always ready to learn provided the

materials appear to be relevant to their lives and have freedom to explore and discover it’s

meaning for themselves. Locke’s theory of development as cited by Cram (2007), supports

students’ readiness to learn as Njogu (2004) purported. This is how the theory puts it: Children

learn for the sake of learning. Their minds seek knowledge like the eyes seek light. If we simply

listen to their questions and answer them directly, their minds will expand beyond what we

possibly imagined. Cram (2007), moves further to cite Piaget who said: “When children solve

problems on their own, they gain confidence in their abilities to make discoveries. When they

undergo training programmes in which they are consistently told whether they are correct or what

to think, they can easily learn to mistrust their own powers of thought. We frequently assume that

spontaneous development is undesirable because it is slow; direct teaching seems good because it

can speed things up.”

2.2 Teacher’s Influence on student’s behaviour

The teacher is the most powerful person in the classroom. His ability to reward and punish is

usually greater than that of any other individual in the room. He sets the pace, he takes the
10



itiative, or rather the initiative is his if he wants to take it. The teacher’s power is such that even

hen he does nothing, he does something to the class. He even has effect to the class when he is

)t present and when he is silent. Teacher’s power is so great that students continually react to the

titudes, values and personality of their teacher ( Njogu, 2004).

ccording to Ayondo (2005). imitation of the teacher is a common method of learning. If the

~acher responds to students’ errors in sarcasm or ridicule the chances are that students will

~spond to each other in a similar manner. Thus the student will ignore the sermon and follow the

ractice. Teaching is a commitment, which is delicate, almost like the marriage. In a sence, a

~acher and a student belong to each other. The student says, “there is my teacher”, and the teacher

tys, “there is my student”, Teachers should therefore, feel that their work with students is more

~an an occupation. The teacher plays a very significant role and is the single most influential

~ctor after learning characteristics of the pupil followed by textbooks. Thus the effectiveness

vith which schools ensure students go through the primary and secondary cycles of education till

~iey pass the public examination largely depends on the attributes of a teacher.. . it is useful to

etermine the extent to which individual inputs (teachers) impact on the output (graduate).

~ccording to the Kenya Teachers service Commission (TSC) (secretary Lengoibon (2005).

~aching is much more than teaching. “It is a vocation that requires a lot of devotion and

acrifice... you will always be called upon to perform some duties outside the normal working

Lours and days”.

[eachers should make students to feel that they belong in the school and that teachers care about

vhat happens to them. A basic feeling by the teacher for the worth and dignity of the student is

iital in building self-concepts in them. Negative self- concept is associated with teachers who are

lominating threatening and sarcastic. One student confessed. ~‘I can~t get along with this class

:eacher because he always call me “cabbage” instead of “kabici” whenever he calls out the roll”.

11



iis means the teacher lowered the students feeling of self-worth, hence destroying his esteem, the

Iproot’ of his personality. Consequently, the student performed poorly in this teacher’s subjects.

non-punitive (integrative) teacher, on the other hand, aids the social adjustment of his students.

;udents display integrative-type behaviour. This leads to greater classroom participation, intrest

class activities and enhances the understanding of the mediated concepts. These good qualities

e manifested in the class’s good performance in every field of the curriculum. (Njogu. 2004).

i her contribution towards teacher’s influence on the students overall goodness, Waruguru (2002)

~monstrated positive supportive attitude to the learner. Conversely, being negative towards the

amer with special needs in education may block any chances for the learner to learn in the class.

s a teacher, you should let the Lerner’s difficulties be your challenges. This should be supported

y the fact that every child is unique individual. The teacher’s knowledge of learner’s diversities

ould enable him to understand them better and make attempts to assist each one of them

~pending on his challenges. In any one class one would expect to find learners with the

)llowing difficulties: Slow and others fast, neat and others careless, organized and others

isorganized, forgetful and others remember, Good at activities and others poor in activities,

iendly and others aggressive and Playful and others withdrawn. It is imperative, therefore, that a

~acher should be sensitive to each learner’s abilities. This can be done by recognizing the various

wels of achievements by the individual learners and making this the base of his plarming; that’s

iith their needs in mind. By so doing the teacher would be meeting two of the objectives of

~acher education: (i) To equip the teacher with knowledge and ability to identify and develop the

ducational needs of the child. (ii) To create initiative, a sense of professional commitment

nd excellence in education.

.3 Student’s Performance

12



~andura, (2007) says. education should transcend the confines of the classroom and improve

haracter and personality. Crane looks at socialization as an inclusive process that influence

imost every kind of behaviour, even technical skills. As people become socialized, they depend

~ss on external rewards and punishments and increasingly regulate their own behaviour. That is,

~ey establish their own internal standards and rewards and punish themselves in accordance with

iem. Bandura points out that we can do things to get children to adopt to higher standards. For

xample, we can encourage children to associate with higher achieving peers. We can also expose

hildren to models who are rewarded for adhering to high standards. We might read children

tories about scientists and athletes who settled for nothing short of excellence and who eventually

chieved great success and public acclaim. People who set high self-evaluative standards are

enerally hard workers and hard work produces real accomplishments.

)n other occasions, we reflect on our general abilities, reaching conclusions such as “I am good at

lgebra” and “I am a poor swimmer”. Self-efficacy appraisals exert powerful effect, on our levels

f motivation. When we believe we are good at tasks, we work on them vigorously and persist

~ith them despite temporally setbacks. When we doubt our abilities, we work less energetically

nd more likely to give up when we encounter difficulties. When self-efficacy is low, people are

rone to depression, resignation and painful self-doubts. Bandura suggests that self efficacy

ppraisals are based on four sources of information: (i) Actual performance; If we repeatedly

ucceed at tasks our efficacy increases. If we repeatedly fail, our sense of efficacy drops.

ii)Vicarious experiences; If we see others succeed at a task, we infer that we can do it too. This is

specially true if we believe others have only roughly the same abilities as we do. (iii) Verbal

eruasions i.e pep talks; When someone convinces us we can perform a task, we usually do better

n it. (iv) Physiological cues; For example we might interpret fatigue or tension as signs that a

ask is becoming too difficult for us.

13



[‘he cognitive process theory as illustrated by Olson in Cram (2007) emphasizes on self-regulated

ehaviour and focuses on the importance of self-reward or self-punishment. This comes from goal

~ttainment or non-attainment, rather than on rewards or punishments that comes from sources

utside the person. Thus a learner can be directed to adopt either of the following: Teleological

ehaviour- is a goal oriented or future oriented behaviour (purposive behaviour) or Hedoism -

This is tendency to seek pleasure and avoid pain. In both cases there is “master’ motive i.e the

najor driving force behind most human behaviour e.g. self-actualization.

2.4 Motivation ofpupils

While looking at the effects of reinforcements, Hallahan (1991) says we are what we have been

rewarded or punished for being, therefore if our history of reward and punishment had been

different, our personalities would be different. Thus the differences between a successful and

unsuccessful person, according to some learning theories, is found in the patterns of reward and

punishment; not in genes.

Although Ayando (2005) declares that there is no weak student even though children are

differently talented, it is good for a teacher to understand factors that can affect learning.

Waruguru. (2002) lists these factors as heredity individual differences, environmental factors,

psychosocial factors, disabilities, teaching methods, educational resources, physiological needs and

social-economic factors. In the presence of such factors that would negatively affect learning.

Ayando (2005) urges teachers and other stakeholders in education to bring in motivation rather

than over concentrating on the students ability. Olson, as cited by Cram (2007) puts it, to deal with

the students ability alone would be like attempting to build a house with only one tool such as

hammer, a saw, or a screwdriver, which would be infective.

Cram (2007), while referring to Locke’s theory of development says that instruction is most

effective when children enjoy it and if this is not the case children will dislike some of the lesson
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hat we consider necessary for their future. In these cases, the teacher should try to ease the

:hildren through the instructions. Certainly, the teacher should avoid physical punishments or

~trong verbal rebukes. Harsh discipline simply makes the child fearful and a teacher cannot do

nuch with a fearful child.” It is as impossible to draw a fair and regular character on a trembling

nind as on a shaking paper”. Locke as quoted in (Cram 2007) emphasized on the need to take the

~dvantage of the child’s natural curiosity. It, therefore, becomes very important for a teacher to

iave knowledge of essential element of learning. These are, according to Ndurumo (1993),

ittention, memory, perception, curiosity, association, mediation, motivation, previous experiences,

nteraction, readiness and maturation. It’s the teacher’s ability to harmonize types of learning,

nethods of teaching and elements of learning under the common denominator of factors that effect

earning that would determine how well a learner performs, not punishments. Being negative

owards the learner with special needs in education may block any chances for the learner to learn

.n the class. A teacher’s knowledge of learner’s diversities would enable him understand them

etter and make attempts to assist each one of them depending on his / her challenges.

~. S Pupils’ Reinforcement

)evelopmentalist Montessori, a cited by Cram (2007), believed that children have inner force,

which prompts them to perfect their capacities at each developmental stage. Teachers should,

:herefore avoid the customary education methods in which teachers try to direct children’s learning

y rewarding their direct answers and by critising their mistake. This undermines their

independence. Giving money or sweets as rewards is also undesirable. Their use undermines the

Enain goal of education: to curb desires and submit to reasoning. The best rewards are praise and

flattery, and the best punishment is disapproval e.g. complementing children for good deeds makes

them proud while cold glances when they do poorly makes them feel ashamed. This approval and

disapproval instill rational and virtuous behaviour in developing children.
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lontessori in Cram (2007) also emphasized on the need to let children learn from examples than

recepts. They should therefore be taught much by posing them to good models. Model their

thaviour after that of a virtuous person and instead of issuing commands, let children practice the

esired behaviour. Montessori also observed that physical punishment due to academic failure is a

ray of establishing undesirable associations. For example a learner may associate pain with

Kercises or tests given by a teacher. When physical punishment does work, it usually works too

‘ell. It succeeds in “breaking the mind’, and then, in the place of the disorderly young fellow, you

ave a low-spirited moped creature. This leads to low self-esteem.

In his book on ‘show gangs form: Sionder, (1996). says people who join gangs often have low

elf-esteem. A large proportion of youth, in violent gangs today come from an atmosphere of

isharmony and violence. Gangs are substitute families in which gang leaders play the roles of

ithers, mothers and teachers. The gang member makes the recruit~ feel warmer, loved, proud and

elonging. This is why a teacher and all those involved in child rearing should see the necessity of

roviding the most peaceful environment for a developing child.

Contributing towards this, Shaduma as cited by Randiki (2002), argues that it is common sense

~at nobody wants other people to talk about them negatively. This has a psychological impact on

nes images. People with disabilities then find themselves in more difficult situations when people

ilk negatively about their disabilities. It affects their emotional feelings and this sometimes leads

) withdrawal, affecting personality i.e. one’s self-concept. It should be the teacher’s duty to

rotect a learner from any external influence that may have negative effect on the learner’s

ersonality. And to enhance this, the teacher must encourage social interaction throughout life and

rain the learner on personal management. This should be coupled with discouraging anybody who

ses terms like bad omen, cursed, nuisance, helpers, beggars, clumsy, bewitched, economically

iability or punished when referring to the disabled.
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i conclusion, as time changes. it is true that teachers, as agents who socialize children must

lange their attitude and engage handling skills that can be perceived positively by the youths.

hey must stop blaming students about academic failures and bad behaviours but move a step

irther to asking: what have we done or not done? And infact, they must do something by playing

ieir vital role effectively
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CHAPTER THREE:

METHODOLOGY

3.0 Introduction

This chapter on methodology dealt with research design, sampling procedure. research population.

sample size, research instruments, procedure for data collection, and method for data analysis

3.1 Research Design

The study assumed the simple survey. It was simple survey because the researcher interpreted the

data collected by describing their meaning. For example, how the teachers in Joytown primary

School made sense of relating with pupils and their experiences. The research design was simple

survey. This was because the information was collected in a standard form from a group of

teachers mainly by selecting samples of individuals from known population and then employing

questionnaires to collect the data.

~.2 Research Population

fhe research population was teachers in Joytown Primary school for the Physically Challenged.

Uhe school had a total of 20 teachers. It is a government school under the sponsorship of the

$alvation Army Church.

3.3 Sample and Sampling procedure

[he whole Thika district has no other primary schools for the physically handicapped. This left the

esearcher with no option of sampling schools

~ pre-study interview with a few teachers revealed that some pupils curse God for creating them

vith disabilities. This made the researcher question the relationship between the teachers and the

)upils. The researcher therefore targeted teachers in his study.
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4 Research Instrument

his study used a researcher made questionnaire. The researcher opted for a questionnaire because

saves time and upholds confidentiality of the respondents. The questionnaire was presented in

~per format and therefore there wasn’t opportunity for bias as would be the case if the research

ere to use an interview schedule. To ensure its effectiveness the questionnaire was designed such

at it had clear wording and each question measured what it was supposed to measure. The

lestionnajre was void of researcher bias (not inclined towards certain issues more than others)

.structions were clearly given at the beginning of every section while keeping every question

cused and limited to a single idea. Sentences were short and precise with no leading questions.

balance of questions per topic was maintained. The questionnaire remained free of emotionally

iarged words, acronyms and abbreviations. The order of the questionnaire sections were as per

e order of the objectives; that is Section A: Teacher’s influence on a learner: section B: learners

lf-worth and dignity and section C: Learners motivation. Each section had eight simple

Lestions comprising of closed ended and open ended types. To ensure validity some questions

~re asked again using different wordings. A logical sequence was developed where by each

Dtion began with a few interesting but non-threatening questions. The key questions in every

Dtion were put in the middle and the presumed sensitive ones at the end o the questionnaire.

rection

Le statements of the questionnaire had a rating scale whereby, strongly agreed, agree, not sure,

;agree and strongly disagree were the possible responses. There was a few open ended questions

iere the respondents were required to fill their own responses. The researcher was in direct

atact with the respondents so as to make them feel the obligation to complete the questionnaire

soon as possible.
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Procedurefor data collection

study’s time frame was from January to August 2008. Between January and April the

posal was prepared. The proposal had various chapters like the introduction which provided a

kground to the study, statement of the problem, purpose of the study, research questions,

ectives. scope and significance of the study. The second chapter had the review of the related

:rature. The related literature helped to clarify the research problem and indicated what had

~ady been studied or written on the subject of study by other scholars. The third chapter of the

)posal had the methodology. This showed the research design. sampling procedure.

pondents, instruments, procedure and data analysis. The proposal was presented to the

pervisor for corrections and permission to collect the data. The data was collected using a

;earcher made questionnaire which had to be approved by the supervisor first. The researcher

iuested for permission to conduct the research from the relevant authorities. This permission

~s granted in a written form.

~e instrument was tried out on a small sample of the population first. This helped to check if it

as supplying the appropriate information. After piloting and making the necessary amendments,

~e researcher carried out an evaluation of the revised questions to reaffirm whether they were

ear and specific, where the key questions were placed and if the balance of the questions was

)rrect. Once the researcher was satisfied with the instrument, he went into the field to collect the

~w data. The raw data was organized before analyzing it. The researcher finally interpreted the

~sults, discussed the results, made conclusions and provided recommendations for further study.

‘his was done at the report write-up stage. The report was finally disseminated to the university

y submitting some copies to it.

~.S Data Analysis
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Once the researcher had collected the raw data, he organized it into a table. The frequency

distribution was arranged to show the number of times a response occurred in the data collected.

The first column of the distribution table had categories; second column had the tally for each

appearance of the categories. In the third column he summarized the tallies for each category. The

fourth column contained percentages for frequencies in each category.

Formula: F/n x 100 where F Frequency, n total number, lOOconstant

Category Tally Frequency Percentage

Strongly agree 7~7~’ // 7 7/20 >~ 100 35

Agree /// 3 3/20 x 100 = 15

Since the presentation of data was done following the APA format, the tally parts were excluded

and their percentages presented in their numerical order starting with the largest. The presentation

finally appeared like this:

Category Frequency Percentage

Strongly agree 7 35

Agree 3 15

To avoid monotony of tables some results were presented in figures e.g. pie-charts and bar graphs.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

PRESENTA TION AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

4.0 Introduction:

This chapter gives the presentation, analysis and discussion of the findings. The findings were

presented according to the objectives and the research questions.

Practice Responses in per cent

Practice Strongly agree Not sure disagree Strongly

agree
disagree

I allow my learners to help me 35 65

do things

I have a positive attitude 75 25

towards work

I have impressed on my 45 55

learners mind that work

Is noble and an essential part

of developing a healthy mind

and body

I provide a living example of 50 50

positive behaviour for my

learners.

I show respect for my learners 35 65

belongings

I at times embarrass my

learners infront of others

without knowing

Source: Field data

4.1 Teachers influence on -learners: (statistical test used: above 10% ofsign~ficance)

Table 4.1: Some practices by teachers with influence on the learners learning process (n-20)

30 50 10 10
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able 4.1 indicates that teachers practiced positively in all they specified areas but eighty per cent

nbarrass their learners infront of others without knowing.

able 4.2: Number of pupils a teacher visits at home per year.

o. of pupils No. of teachers Percentage

5 3 15

-10

1-15

5+

lone 17 85

otal 20 100

[able 4.2 shows that eighty five per cent of the teachers don’t pay visits to pupils home at all.

5% of teachers visit between one and five pupils in a year.

[‘able 4.3: If teachers get time to socialize with pupils through plays and discussion during

ormal working hours (n = 20)

~able 4.3 indicates that all teachers get time to socialize
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able 4. 4: How long teachers socialize with pupils in school everyday (n=20)

~me in minutes Percentage

)-30 95

1-60 5

1+

otal 100

‘able 4.4 indicates that 95% of teachers spend between 10-30 minutes socializing with pupils

~hile only 5% spend between 31- 60 minutes doing the same

r•2 Enhancing learners seif worthy and dignity

[able 4.5: practices that enhance learners self-worthy and dignity

>ractice Responses in percentage (n= 20)

Strongly strongly
Agree agree Not sure disagree disagree

~ compare slow learners with others who 35 40 — 20 15

Derform better

Some learners curse God for creating 20 10 70 —

them with disabilities

If I disagree with a learners’ opinion, I do 55 35 — 5 5

so honourably

I discipline my learners with respect even 45 55 — — —

through I am angry

When an issue arises, I discuss the pros 25 70 — 5 —

and cons in an open way, gently guiding

my learners towards the right choice.

I allow my leaner to make his I her own 40 50 — 5 5

choice before I guide his / her on the

right ones
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~able 4.5 reveals that 75% compare slow learners with others who perform better. 70% were not

ure whether physically disabled learners curse God as 30% consented children curse God. While

0% disagree with learners opinions honourably another 10% doesn’t allow learners to make their

wn choice before guiding them on the right ones.

~igure 4.1: Do you sometimes use terms like “slow” “lazy” “poor” and “naughty” when referring

o a pupil in the class?

No
15%

O Yes
D No

~bout 85 percent of teachers use the terms when referring to pupils.
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igure 4. 2: The number of times teachers hold one to one guidance and counseling sessions

iith pupils per year.

sixteen teachers hold more than seven sessions per year, while 3 teachers hold between one and

;ix sessions and one of them none.

1.3 Degree ofmotivation among learners

Table 4.6: Practices that may motivate or demotivate learners.

Practice Responses in percentage (n= 20)

Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree Not sure Disagree disagree

I individualize methods of teaching I use 5 45 I 30 15 5

for each learner

I give up weak learners to catch up with ~5 20 — 70 5

the syllabus

I encourage each learner to strive for 40 60 — —

greater self-control and self - direction

under all circumstances.

I give my learners tasks suitable for their 10 90 — —

age

~-~________ I

10
cD

(I)
C)

0
(Ua)
I
0

U)

0
1 --3 4--6 7--i 0 11+ None
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I invite successful physically 5 80 15

handicapped guest speakers to encourage

my pupils

I give encouragement on my learners 25 30 20 15 10

efforts without commenting on weakness

fable 4.6 indicates that over 60% of teachers put efforts to motivate their pupils while 20% don’t

[ndividualize methods of teaching

rable 4.7: Rating the availability of learning aids in a class.

Learning aid Responses in percentage (w=20)

Adequate inadequate Severe shortage

Text books 40 60

Classroom furniture 80 20

Classroom visual aids 5 95 - -

~‘Tinety five per cent of teachers acknowledged that there was inadequate classroom visual aids in

heir classes. About 60% said there were inadequate text books and 20% acknowledged

nadequate classroom furniture.

1.4 Discussion ofFindings

1.4.1 Teachers Influence on the learner.

:n trying to identify practices teachers engaged in which would have positive or negative influence

rn the pupils learning process the study revealed that all the twenty teachers practiced positively.

For example, all teachers allow their pupils to help them do things, they practice teaching with a

ositive attitude, show respect for their learner’s belongings and provide living examples of
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;itive behaviour to their pupils. They also get time to socialize with pupils through plays and

cussions. This implies that students continually react to the attitudes, values and personality of

ir teacher. According to Ayondo (2005). invitation of the teacher is a common method of

rning.

wever the study exposed some negative aspects, which might influence pupils contrary to the

jectives of education. An aspect in hand is where 80 per cent consented to embarrassing their

pus infront of others without knowing. The study also showed that 85 per cent of teachers hardly

y students visits at home while 15 per cent who do so visit between one and five pupils per year.

en though all the teachers agreed to have some time to socialize with pupils, the time spent on

s is too little. About 95 per cent said they spend between ten and thirty minutes on it.

cording to British philosopher as cited by Craine (2007), people are largely shaped by their

~ial environments. He emphasized that the environment’s influence is especially powerful in the

ild’s early years, when we can mold it as we wish. And once we do so, its basic nature is set for

~. Consequently pupils may begin embarrassing each other thus ignoring the teacher’s sermon.

though they may not be in a position to minimize contact time with friends while in school, their

me to home contacts with friends may be influenced. This is because thoughts and feelings

velop through association. We are prone to do what we see others do, so models influence our

aracter.

1.2. Learner’s seif— worth and dignity

us study also aimed at identifying efforts that are put in place by teachers to enhance learner’s

if-worth and dignity. A basic feeling by the teacher for the worth and dignity of student is vital

building self-concepts in them. Negative self-concepts are associated with teachers who are

)minating threatening and sarcastic. It is therefore useful to determine the extent to which
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Ldividual inputs (teachers) impact on the output (students). This study revealed that a majority of

achers enhance learner’s self-worth. For example, a 100 per cent agreed that they disagree with

learner’s opinions honourably and discipline students with respect even though they are angry.

nother 95 per cent consented that they discuss the pros and the cons of an issue in an open

anner gently guiding their pupils towards the right choice. Ninety per cent allow learners to make

eir own decision / choice before guiding them on the right choice. These guide the social

ljustment of the students. It also leads to greater classroom participation, interest in class

~tivities and enhances the understanding of the mediated concepts. Such good qualities are

anifested in the student’s good performance in every field of the curriculum.

owever, about 80 per cent of the teachers embarrass their pupils infront of others without

towing, 35 per cent compare slow learners with others who perform better, 10 per cent don’t

sagree with learner’s opinions honourably while 30 per cent acknowledged having heard

iysically disabled student cursing God for creating them disabled, Of a worrying magnitude is the

per cent who consented that they label pupils “lazy’, “poor’, Slow”, and “naughty. And about

per cent don’t allow learner’s make their own choice before guiding them on the right ones.

ecording to Waruguru (2000) being negative towards the learner with special needs in education

ay block any chances for the learner to learn in the class. A teacher should let the learner’s

fficult be his / her challenge, understand him better and make attempts to assist him / her

~pending on the challenges. To cite Njogu (2004), if a student is to grow and develop as an

equate human being, he needs to make meaningful decisions for himself. He must, therefore

ive freedom to make mistakes and even laugh at his own inadequacies

~achers must realize tbat if they respond to student’s errors in sarcasm, redicule or labeling, the

ances are; pupils will develop negative self-concept, lower their feeling of self-worth and finally

stroy their self-esteem the core of his personality. The student may also follow the practice.

lus, teaching should be a commitment like in marriage where teacher and the student belong to
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ich other. Teachers must realize that as people become socialized, they depend less on external

wards and punishments and increasingly regulate their own behaviour. That is, they establish

eir own internal standards and rewards and punish themselves in accordance with them (Craine,

)07).

he level of guidance and counseling was also found to be very low. Of the twenty teachers who

iswered the questionnaire three teachers manage between one and six one on one couselling

ssions per year. One teacher hardly do it, as possible explanation as to why some learners in the

hool curse God for creating them disabled. Bandura, cited by Craine (2007) says education

Lould transcend the confines of the classroom and improve character and personality. This was

hoed by the Kenyan’s Teacher’s service Commission Secretary, Lengoibon, in the year 2005

hen he said that teaching is much more school activities. It is a vocation that requires a lot of

wotion and sacrifice. . . you will always be called upon to perform some duties outside the normal

orking hours and days.

4.3 The degree ofmotivation among learners.

us study finally tried to establish the degree of motivation among the learners. According to

welopmentalist Montessori, children have inner force which prompts them to prefect their

ipacities at each developmental stage. Children should therefore be taught much by posing them

good models instead of issuing commands. Teachers must therefore avoid physical

unishments or verbal rebukes because harsh discipline simply makes the child fearful and a

acher cannot do much with a fearful child. They should take the advantage of the children’s

triosity to learn and abandon negative reinforcements, which only succeeds in “breaking the

md” leaving a low-spirited model creature.

Lajor findings in this area were; majority of teachers put efforts to motivate their pupils using

uious means. For example 85 per cent invite successful physically handicapped guest speakers



encourage pupils, about a 100 per cent encourage learners to strive for great self-control and

out all teacher give learners tasks suitable for their age. These motivate learners to strive for

eater heights. Teachers must therefore recognize and respect children’s individual differences

‘er which the child has no control. This is because other factors like heredity, environment,

iysical and social-economic do play significant roles which would have negative implications on

e child’s learning process.

it not everything was well in this area. About 20 per cent of the teachers didn’t use individualize

ethods of teaching and about 25 per cent give up on weak learners to catch up with the syllabus.

riother 25 per cent give encouragement and comment on learner’s weakness at the same time.

~sides, 95 per cent of the teachers acknowledged lack of adequate visual aids in classrooms ad 60

r cent cried in adequate text books. We learn differently and have different learning rates. It is

~ teacher who should identify how a student learns best and adjust to it but not vice verse.

~achers should adopt the old adage “If you can’t beat them, join them” Similarly, a teacher

ould adopt a learner’s mode of learning and stop chasing the syllabus. Commenting on learners

~akness is discouraged too since failing is not failure, it is part of learning and growing into

~oleness. Disappointments, set-backs and lack of instant gratification are all temporally

nsuccesess” that contribute to our total understanding of life. Enriching the classroom with

;ual aids is a source of motivation. It substitutes for the common easy ones like materials gifts

~. sweets, clothes or money. As for children who feel frustrated and make desperation

mments, they should be helped by making some coping phrases. There is need for captivating

tural love for learning and children’s capacities for concerted and independent work, which

fold according to an inner timetable.
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he research design has some deficiencies like the survey does not indicate whether there is a

istinction between religion, age. qualification and practices. nor does it break down the responses

) the reason for the practices by gender.
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CHAPTER FIVE:

SUMM4R V OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA TIONS

9 Introduction

us chapter gives the summary of findings based on the objectives of the study. It also contains

nclusions based on the findings on the study and some recommendations. A recommendation

r further study has been provided at the end of the chapter.

.1 Summary of findings

The study came up with the following major findings.

1.1. Teachers malpractices with negative influence on the learning process.

o Teachers embarrass their students infront of others —80 per cent

o 85 per cent of teachers never visit students at their home.

o 95 per cent of teachers. Spend too little time of between 10 and 30 minutes to socializing

with students daily.

.1.2 Enhancing student’s self-worth and dignity

• Most teachers (75%) compare slow — learners with others who perform better.

o 30 per cent of the teachers consented that some children curse God for creating them with

disabilities.

o 10% of teachers disagree with learners opinion’s without honour and another 10% doesn’t

allow students to make their own choice awaiting teacher’s guidance on the right ones.

o Majority of teachers (8 5%) label students using terms like “lazy” “slow” “poor” and

“naughty”.

o Some few teachers disregard guidance and counseling —20 per cent either hold 1-6 one on

sessions per year or none at all.

99
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.1 .3 Degree of motivation

o 20 per cent of teachers do not individualize methods of teaching.

o Weaker learners are abandoned by 25 per cent of teachers.

o 25 per cent of teachers commented on learner’s weakness whenever they are encouraging

them.

o In adequate visual aids in classroom was consented by 95 per cent.

o 60 per cent said there were inadequate text books and 20 per cent said there was

inadequate furniture.

.2 Conclusion

‘he study enabled the researcher to come up with various conclusions. Teachers were involved in

~alpractices which had negative influence on the learning process, such as sarcasm and ridicule.

‘here also existed too wide a gap between the teachers and the students

‘eachers had also failed to enhance students self worth and dignity. This was the reason why some

ludents suffered from low self esteem, negative attitude, poor personalities and indecisiveness.

‘his could be as a result of the poor teacher-pupil relationship and the disregard of the importance

f guidance and counseling among the teachers.

‘he degree of motivation among the learners was low; some teachers did not individualize

aethods of teaching while others abandoned weak learners. Besides the learning environment were

Lot stimulating enough. There were no adequate visual aids and text books to facilitate self-driven

earning.

.3.0 Implications and Recommendations

‘.3.1 Implications

4alpractices, sarcasm, ridicule and other embarrassing comments from teachers might be picked

y students. This can have serious consequences on the school discipline and academic

erformance. The wide gap between teachers and students inhibit positive interaction that would

nhance good teacher-pupil relationship. As a result there cannot be good academic results.
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ow self esteem, negative attitude, lack of moral values poor personality and indecisiveness

Enong learners affect their inter-personal relations, all round developments and to a large extent

ie academic performance. On the other hand, lack of guidance and counseling may have serious

~nsequences on the discipline of the school.

inally, lack of individualized teaching and poor learning environment leaves learners

ernotivated. These may result in dropping out of school of some learners. It may also cause

~bel1iousness and fear of failure.

.3.2 Recommendations.

‘here is need for teachers to avoid commanding language i.e. teachers must stop embarrassing

~arners under all costs. They must be the role models to be emulated by the learners. Teachers

‘ust work towards closing the wide gap existing between them and the students by allowing closer

~iutual relationships that can be extended to students home whenever possible.

schools must embrace guidance and counseling for students. This offers students a chance to

Liscuss their problems and work out their differences and thereby developing their concepts of

vhat is fair and just. Guidance and counseling removes students’ stressors that result in low self

steem and lack of confidence. It also helps individuals to look at a situation from all points of

new. There is need for teachers to give learners individual attention to assist them out of their

hallenges. This makes students feel they belong in the school and that teachers care about what

~appens to them.

Feachers must see the importance of improving motivation in learners. This should be done by

:aptivating an attitude of positive inner~ attitude towards learning among the learners and

ibandoning their traditional goal of high scores on achievement tests. To achieve these objectives

eachers should enrich learning environment with visual aids and text books. These would arouse

)upils’ curiosity and get motivated to revise their thinking to eradicate disinterest, laziness,

~ebelliousness and fear of failure in students, teachers should give tasks that give children

)pportunities to pursue natural emerging curiosity that would on the other hand enable learners

;ain confidence and independence. Students would then emerge from schools happy refreshed and

;erene.



‘comrneizdationsforfurther study

US study did not involve students. The researcher recommends a study on students’ attitude

wards teachers and academic performance to be curried out. This would complement the

idings of this study for the betterment of academic performance
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APPENDIX II

QUESTIONNAIRE

~is questionnaire aims at collecting an educational research data. The researcher assures the

spondents of total confidentiality. Please note that your views or opinions in picking out a certain

sponse may differ significantly with those of others. This is because this is not a test. You are

rnply telling how you react to various situations by reflecting back to your daily practice as you

indle learners. Avoid the temptation of giving responses that seems to be the best yet it is not

hat you do. Instructions are given at the beginning of each section “A’ to “C”.

istructions

[us questionnaire has three sections lettered A~C. Each section contains eight simple questions.

our response shall be indicated by ticking under the response you choose in the table provided or

:herwise instructed.

ection A.: Teacher’s Influence on a Learner

.ttitudes, thoughts and feelings are carried over from our own childhood. The more positive the

istructions

Ve give to learners; the more likely we will be able to pass on health attitudes to our children.

ractice Strongly I Agree Not Disagree Strongly
~ agree Sure disagree

. I allow my learners to help me do things.

. I have a positive attitude towards work.

. I’ve impressed on my learners’ mind that

~ork is noble and an essential part of

eveloping a healthy mind and body.

. I provide a living example of positive

ehaviour for my learners.

. I show respect for my learner’s belongings.

B



• I at times embarrass my learners infront of

thers without knowing

How many pupils do you pay visits at their homes in a year?

1-5 pupils ( ) 6-10 pupils ( ) 11-15 pupils ( ) 16 + ( ) None ( )

(a) Do you get time to socialize with pupils through plays and discussions during normal

working hours? Yes ( ) No ( )

(b) If yes for how long? 10-30 minutes ( ) 3 1-60 minutes ( ) 61+ minutes ( )

(c) If no, give two reasons.

(i)

(ii)

C



ection B: Learner’s Self-Worth and Dignity

he way teachers react to various situations when dealing with learners determines how they

mould

~arners self-worth and dignity. Put the response that matches your most genuine practice by

cking in the space provided.

ractice Strongly Agree Not Disagree Strongly
agree sure disagree

. I compare slow learners with others who

~rform better.

. Some learners curse God for creating them

~ith disabilities.

~ If I disagree with a learner’s opinion I do —

) honourably.

, I discipline my learners with respect even

tough I am angry.

~ When an issue arise, I discuss the pros and

rns in an open way, gently guiding my

arners towards the right choice

I allow my learner to make his! her choice

~fore I guide him / her on the right ones.

Do you sometimes use terms like “slow”, “lazy”, “poor” and “naughty” when referring to

pupil in the class.

How many one to one guidance & counseling sessions do you have with your pupils per year

~3( ) 4-6( ) 7-lO( ) ll+( ) None( )

D



~ction C: Learners Motivation

[otivation enhances learner~s effort to achieve his! her objectives! goals. The following

statements

Iould measure your ability to motivate a learner. Tick your response under the column Provided.

~ractice Strongly Agree Not Disagree Strongly
agree disagree

Sure
. I individualize methods of teaching I use for each

~arner.

I give up on weak learners to catch up with the

yllabus.

. I encourage each learner to strive for greater self

ontrol and self -direction under all circumstances.

. I give my learners tasks suitable for their age

. I invite successful physically handicapped guest —____

peakers to encourage my pupils.

. I give encouragements on my learners efforts

vithout commenting on weaknesses.

~. How many parents do you summon to school about their children’s conduct in a year.

1—5 ( ) 6—10 ( ) 11—15 ( ) 16 + ( )

~. How would you rate the availability of the following learning aids in your class.

(Tick in the bracket)

Learning Aids

o Text Books

o Classroom furniture

Responses

Adequate

o Classroom visual aids ( )

()

y

In adequate

()

()

)

Severe shortage

()

()

()

E



~lease fill in the following details by ticking against the appropriate one

o Sex male ( ) female ( )

o Age 20-29( ) 30-39( ) 40-49 ( ) 50 ± ( )

o Marital Status married ( ) single ( )

o Religion (optional)

Levels of professional qualification (indicate the highest level by ticking ( )

o Degree ( )

o Diploma ( )

o Certificate ( )

o Untrained ( )

F



APPENDIX IV

BUDGET

TIVITY BUDGET

)RE ACTIVITIES ITEMS / PARTICIPANTS COST (USD COST

~ KSH 70) (KSH)

nsolidation of literature Library search, travelling expenses 30 2,100

USD3 perdayx 10 days

~signing and developing Typing and photocopying of research 6 420

search instruments instrument and traveling expenses.

lot survey Transport for researcher USD 4 per day 12 1540

x 3 days

naling of research 25 questionnaires for the 20 teachers ~ 7 490

struments (typing and USD ¼ per questionnaire and traveling

~otocopying) I day

fain field data collection Travel and subsistence. 9 630

researcher 1 x 3 day x U S D 3 days

ata processing, analysis 1 Researcher and two assistants 27 1890

Eld report writing 3 x USD x 3 days

urchases Foolscaps, pencils, rulers, pens. 2 140

0% contingency and 9 630

~stitutional cost.

‘OTAL 102 7140
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APPENDIX III

TIME FRAME

ACTIVITY

~mber 2007 Title writing and supervisor’s certification

ary —March Proposal writing

12008 Proposal supervision by university.

2008 Gaining access to study site and piloting of instruments

2008 Collection of data, data cleaning and organization.

115t20~~ Data analysis and interpretation of first draft of report.

to 3l~~ 2008 Writing of final report

;ust 2008 Submission of final report to the university.
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